
Two sophomore quarterbacks (in different sports) have become Husker catalysts. Sports

CARBON MONOXIDE RISK

Woman’s goal:
automatic
shut-offs for
keyless cars

By Roseann MoRing

WORLD-HERALD STAFF WRITER

An Omaha woman whose par-
ents died of carbon monoxide poi-
soning is headed to Washington,
D.C., in her crusade to save others
from the same fate.

Sharon Shore, 47, brought the
issue to the attention of Rep. Jeff
Fortenberry at a recent town hall
— and the congressman has taken
up the cause.

Shore’s parents, Thomas and
Ann MacKinnon, died in June a
few days before her 80th birthday.

They were scheduled to go on a
cruise. Instead, their bodies were
found almost two weeks later.

Her mother had parked their
car in the garage. But it appeared
after the fact that she’d forgotten
to press the button to turn off the
keyless car.

The car had no automatic shut-
off, so their home filled with car-
bon monoxide.

“They had these long lives,”
Shore said. “They had all these
plans. They did so much. Then it’s
over because of 30 seconds of dis-
traction.”

Keyless cars still have a key
fob to open the door. But instead
of putting in a key to start the car,
the driver presses a button to turn
it off and on. As long as the key

Omahan’s parents died
after failing to push button
to shut off car after parking
it in attached garage

NIOBRARA HAS MOVED — TWICE
Nebraska town relocated in 1881
and again in the 1970s. Page 5A

Flooding pushes Winslow to brink of
‘daunting’ decision: whether to relocate

By eRin Duffy

WORLD-HERALD STAFF WRITER

Rick Addink can’t imagine leaving
the town and house he’s lived in, on
and off, since he was 3 years old.

It might sound silly, he says, his
voice sounding a little sheepish, but
he’s got a sentimental attachment to
the white house built in the late 1930s.

He promised his mother he’d take
care of it. It has a wheelchair ramp
for his disabled wife. He enjoys the
privacy and the rural feel of Winslow,
a tiny gravel-road village in Dodge

County about 12 miles north of Fre-
mont. Settled on a railroad line near
the Elkhorn River, it’s surrounded by
lush fields of soybeans and corn.

There is one major drawback to
life in Winslow, and that’s what has
brought Addink and the entire village
to the brink of a very big decision.

Winslow floods.
One in 1996 brought water inside

town and into basements, but it was
nothing like the surge of water that
clobbered Winslow in mid-March,
when historic flooding struck parts of
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Gene Leahy Mall
Trucks have been dropping off

dirt for a month; it will take
9,300 loads to fill the park to

street level. Midlands
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Since the turn of the century,
more Americans have died in car
crashes than did in both world
wars, and the overwhelming ma-
jority of the wrecks were caused
by speeding, drunken or distract-
ed drivers, according to govern-
ment data.

“Where’s the social outrage?
There should be social outrage,”
said Robert Sumwalt, chairman of
the National Transportation Safety
Board.

By contrast, data shows that
the opioid epidemic killed nearly
100,000 people between 2006 and
2012. During the same time frame,
speeding, drunken and distracted
driving caused 190,455 deaths.

In automotive circles, it’s com-
mon to hear that 94% of car crashes
are caused by human error, a fact
provided by the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration and
often used as a preamble when
people discuss the coming era of

u.s. car crash deaths since 2000
eclipse American toll in world wars

See Crashes: Page 2
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ABIDJAN, Ivory Coast — She
had eight hours, 32 packages to de-
liver and no addresses.

So the woman on the front lines
of Africa’s burgeoning e-com-
merce industry stayed on the
phone, listening to directions: Look
for the ice cream cart.

Viviane Lakpa’s job was to find
the customers — even if they were
nowhere near the ice cream cart.

Few people in her West African
city of 4.4 million have numbers on

their houses. Credit cards are rare.
So is trust in online shopping.

“You have to have patience,”
Lakpa said in her blue Mazda van
crammed with microwaves, print-
ers, shoe racks and soap. “Lots of
patience.”

Internet users in Africa now out-
number America’s population by
some estimates, but reaching that
exploding market is among the
continent’s most pressing business
challenges. Hopes of leaping into

Local knowledge, patience vital
for African e-commerce deliveries

See Africa: Page 2

R O s E A n n M O R I n g
t H E W O R L d - H E R A L d

Sharon Shore has gained an ally in
Rep. Jeff Fortenberry in her quest to
make keyless ignitions safer.

See Keyless: Page 2

As the village of Winslow, Nebraska,
considers relocating, residents face

their own decisions on staying or
going. Nilene Parker, above, plans
to live in four rooms of her flood-
damaged home as she waits for

relocation. Ralph Weatherly, top left,
is one who may stay if the Dodge

County town relocates. People who
refuse a buyout and stay would have
to install septic tanks and wells. At

top right is debris from Parker’s home.
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See Winslow: Page 5


